We present a study of hierarchical structure in the Perseus molecular cloud, from the scale of the entire cloud ( 10 pc) to smaller clumps (∼1 pc), cores (∼0.05-0.1 pc), envelopes (∼300-3000 AU) and protostellar objects (∼15 AU). We use new observations from the Submillimeter Array (SMA) large project "Mass Assembly of Stellar Systems and their Evolution with the SMA (MASSES)" to probe the envelopes, and recent single-dish and interferometric observations from the literature for the remaining scales. This is the first study to analyze hierarchical structure over five scales in the same cloud complex. We compare the number of fragments with the number of Jeans masses in each scale to calculate the Jeans efficiency, or the ratio of observed to expected number of fragments. The velocity dispersion is assumed to arise either from purely thermal motions, or from combined thermal and non-thermal motions inferred from observed spectral line widths. For each scale, thermal Jeans fragmentation predicts more fragments than observed, corresponding to inefficient thermal Jeans fragmentation. For the smallest scale, thermal plus non-thermal Jeans fragmentation also predicts too many protostellar objects. However at each of the larger scales thermal plus non-thermal Jeans fragmentation predicts fewer than one fragment, corresponding to no fragmentation into envelopes, cores, and clumps. Over all scales, the results are inconsistent with complete Jeans fragmentation based on either thermal or thermal plus non-thermal motions. They are more nearly consistent with inefficient thermal Jeans fragmentation, where the thermal Jeans efficiency increases from the largest to the smallest scale.
INTRODUCTION
Fragmentation in molecular clouds has been well studied over many years (Larson 1978; Miyama et al. 1984; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1991; Rodríguez 2005; Contreras et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017) . Fragmentation is a process that produces "fragments" or structures in a molecular cloud. A hierarchy of nested structures is often created by the process of hierarchical fragmentation as seen in some recent observation and simulation studies (see Dobbs et al. 2014 and Dame 2015 for recent reviews). These studies show that clouds, which are typically 10 pc in size have a wide range of structures from larger filaments and clumps to dense cores and disks. Figure 1 summarizes the scales and terms we utilize for this analysis in a cartoon of the hierarchical structures in a molecular cloud. We use "cloud" to identify the largest structure of our interest on scales of 10 pc. A cloud fragments into "clumps" which are ∼1 pc in size (Ridge et al. 2006; Sadavoy et al. 2014) . Inside the clumps, we observe elongated gaseous filaments that are ∼0.1 pc wide (Arzoumanian et al. 2011) . Inside the filaments we find ∼0.05-0.1 pc cores (di Francesco et al. 2007) which are the sites where new stars are able to form. In this paper we report the detection of further dense condensations of size scale ∼300-3000 AU which we term "envelopes". Dense, inner envelopes or protostellar disks surrounding a central young star are often found inside the envelope. Disks have a range of size from <10 AU (B335; Yen et al. 2015) to >200 AU (L1448IRS3B; Looney et al. 2000; Tobin et al. 2016) . Figure 2 displays the hierarchical structures in the Perseus molecular cloud from actual observations. The figure includes 5 panels where each panel represents structures of varying size scales starting from the largest structure in our study, the whole cloud, and moving subsequently towards smaller structures such as clumps, cores, envelopes and protostellar objects. The first panel "Cloud" shows the larger scale Herschel 350 µm emission map where 7 clumps are detected (see Sadavoy et al. 2014; Mercimek et al. 2017) . In one of the clumps, L1448 (Terebey & Padgett 1997; Looney et al. 2000; Kwon et al. 2006) , Sadavoy et al. (2010) found the presence of four cores (three protostellar and one starless) from SCUBA observations (Di Francesco et al. 2008) . One of the cores, J032536.1+304514 inside L1448 when observed with the SMA revealed three envelope scale fragments. Observations from the VLA show the presence of three protostellar objects in one of the SMA detected envelopes, Peremb-33 (Lee et al. 2015; Tobin et al. 2016) .
The multi-scale structures in a molecular cloud can be produced by a variety of fragmentation processes. Some of these processes include magnetohydrodynamic turbulence (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004 , Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012 , self-gravity of the gas (e.g., Heyer et al. 2009; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011 and ionization radiation (e.g., Whitworth et al. 1994 ,Dale et al. 2009 ). According to the turbulence regulated star formation theory (Padoan & Nordlund 1999; Mac Low & Klessen 2004; Krumholz & McKee 2005) , supersonic turbulence creates a series of density fluctuations, where long-lasting high density fluctuations are able to gravitationally collapse. In self-gravity regulated star formation theory, cloud fragmentation is dominated by gravity, and gravity rather than turbulence is responsible for the structure hierarchy (e.g., Hoyle 1953 , Zinnecker 1984 , Heitsch & Hartmann 2008 , Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011 . In some cases, the colliding clouds produce initial turbulence which creates non-uniform density distribution, and then gravity takes over (gravo-turbulent fragmentation; Klessen & Ballesteros-Paredes 2004) . Although what controls the fragmentation process is still debated, it is likely some combination of gravitational instability, turbulence, magnetic fields, and stellar feedback (e.g., Padoan & Nordlund 2002 , Hosking & Whitworth 2004 , Machida et al. 2005 .
In terms of support, gas thermal pressure is expected to be the most important factor against gravitational collapse on the smaller scales relevant to the formation of individual stars (Larson 2006) . At these scales, cloud fragmentation is expected to follow classical Jeans instability that is obtained by balancing gravity with thermal pressure (Jeans 1929) . If the actual mass of a cloud is greater than its Jeans mass, self gravity wins over the thermal support and the cloud fragments. Another prevailing view is that self-gravitating clouds are supported against collapse by non-thermal motions (Heitsch et al. 2000; Clark & Bonnell 2005) rather than the thermal support. For this case, the non-thermal motions provides the pressure necessary to balance the inward pull of gravity.
This study stands out when compared to other similar studies regarding cloud fragmentation for mainly two reasons. First, we focus on hierarchical fragmentation over multiple scales in the same cloud, rather than combining observations from various different clouds. Thus we have a uniform sampling region and same physical conditions at each scale. Second, this study covers the entire cloud down to the scale of protostellar objects. Previous analyses were unable to probe well these small scales because of limitations in observational techniques. Hence, this is the first study to investigate a detailed hierarchical fragmentation picture in a single molecular cloud from the scale of the cloud to the scale of protostellar objects.
We explain our observations in §2 where we describe our new SMA observations as well as the complementary data from the literature. In §3 we present the newly identified SMA sources. In §4, we present the Jeans analysis for each level of hierarchy. In §5, we combine all the hierarchies for a comprehensive study. We discuss our results in §6 and finally we present our conclusions in §7.
Target selection
The Perseus molecular cloud (d = 230 pc, Hirota et al. 2008 Hirota et al. , 2011 ) is an ideal target for this analysis. It is one of the best studied nearby star forming regions with ample data Figure 2 . Multi-scale structures in the Perseus molecular cloud. In each panel, beam size is shown in lower left and scale is shown in lower right. The five different panels are explained below. Cloud: The entire Perseus cloud at 350 µm obtained from Herschel. Yellow contours correspond to AV = 7 mag (see Sadavoy et al. 2014) and are derived from the opacity map from Zari et al. (2016) . The coordinates of the center of map are R.A.(J2000) = 3h35m06.08s & Dec(J2000) = +31d24m10.61s. The FWHM beam size is 24.9 . Clump: One of the clumps from Herschel 350 µm map, L1448 is magnified to show the details. Yellow contour shows AV = 7 mag (see Panel Cloud). The coordinates of the center of map are R.A.(J2000) = 3h25m25.91s & Dec(J2000) = +30d38m47.91s. The FWHM beam size is 24.9 . Core: SCUBA 850 µm map of one of the cores (J032536.1+304514) that resides in L1448 (map from Di Francesco et al. 2008) . Yellow contour represents a 5σ level where σ = 0.1 Jy/beam. The coordinates of the center of map are R.A.(J2000) = 3h25m35.77s & Dec(J2000) = +30d45m25.49s. The FWHM beam size is ∼23 . Envelopes: SMA 1.3 mm map of the region that is shown by magenta box in Panel Core. The yellow contours represent 6σ detection, where σ = 0.012 Jy/beam. The coordinates of the center of map are R.A.(J2000) = 3h25m31.15s &1 Dec(J2000) = +30d45m23.89s. The angular resolution of this map is ∼ 4 × 3 . Protostellar object: VLA map from VANDAM survey (Tobin et al. 2016 ) for one of the envelope 'Per-emb-33'. Yellow contours represent 15σ limit (see Lee et al. 2015) where σ = 7.25 µJy/beam. The coordinates of the center of map are R.A.(J2000) = 3h25m36.34s & Dec(J2000) = +30d45m15.07s. The FWHM beam size is 0.065 . available in the literature, including observations at mid-IR (Spitzer), far-IR (Herschel) and sub-mm (JCMT, CSO) wavelengths. These observations probe the warm dust emission from young stars as well as cooler dust from the ambient cloud and its dense clumps and cores. The Perseus protostars have also been probed with the VLA Tobin et al. (2016) at the scales of protostellar disks. Finally, Perseus has a relatively large population of young stars compared to other nearby molecular clouds. Since we want to focus on the hierarchical structure, it is advantageous to examine younger populations that are still embedded in their natal environment. Thus, Perseus provides a large, unbiased sample necessary to obtain the statistics for this study.
OBSERVATIONS

Archival Data
Our study spans spatial scales from 15 AU to 10 pc. To observe this multiscale structure, we require data from multiple telescopes including both single dish telescopes and interferometers.
For the cloud scales, we used global properties of Perseus from near-infrared extinction maps in Sadavoy et al. (2010) . For clump scales, we used the physical properties determined in Sadavoy et al. (2014) from observations with the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) at far-IR wavelengths.
For core scales, we used the source lists provided in Sadavoy et al. (2010) and Mercimek et al. (2017) at submillimeter wavelengths from the Submillimeter Common-User Bolometer Array (SCUBA; Holland et al. 1999) at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope. The cores were initially identified from the SCUBA Legacy Catalogue (Di Francesco et al. 2008 ) and classified as starless or protostellar using infrared observations from Spitzer (see Sadavoy et al. 2010 for details) .
Finally, for disk scales, we used the results from the "VLA Nascent Disk and Multiplicity" survey (VANDAM; PI: J. Tobin) undertaken with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA; Thompson et al. 1980 ) at 8 mm (Tobin et al. 2016) . These data probed all protostars in Perseus at a common, high resolution of 15 AU. At this spatial resolution, VANDAM sources probe the dense gas and dust immediately surrounding the protostars. The VLA sources represent scales from protostellar vicinity to compact dust disks. For the purpose of this study, we term all such VLA sources as "protostellar objects". Thus by "protostellar objects" we encompass the size scales from protostars to compact disks.
As noted above, we have literature data for the scale of the entire cloud, clumps, cores and disks for the Perseus molecular cloud. However, we lack the data for the envelope scales. The MASSES data from the SMA (see §2.2) fill that gap and enables us to study envelope scale structures.
SMA observations
MASSES
We used observations from the large-scale SMA project (∼600 observing hours, 3-4 years) "Mass Assembly of Stellar Systems and Their Evolution with the SMA" (MASSES; co-PIs: M. Dunham and I. Stephens). MASSES targeted all known 73 protostars in Perseus in dust continuum and spectral line emission at 230 and 345 GHz. The data were taken in the sub-compact (SUB) and extended (EXT) array configurations. The SUB configuration has an angular resolution of ∼ 4 at 230 GHz, which corresponds to a spatial scale of ∼1000 AU at the distance of Perseus. The EXT configuration has an angular resolution of ∼ 1 at 230 GHz (∼200 AU). The MASSES observations include line emission at 12 CO (2-1), 13 CO (2-1), C 18 O (2-1) & N 2 D + (3-2) at 230 GHz. We do not include the line data in this study. We also do not discuss the 345 GHz (0.87 mm) data at this time and instead focus on the 230 GHz (1.3 mm) results.
The VANDAM and MASSES projects target the same protostars in Perseus and complement each other. Nevertheless, the MASSES data at 1.3 mm are better able to trace the envelope emission than the VANDAM data at 8 mm, because thermal dust emission is brighter at 1.3 mm than 8 mm by two orders of magnitude. Due to this limitation, the VAN-DAM data will primarily trace material associated with the very inner envelope and disk (Tobin et al. 2016) where the densities are highest rather than the surrounding envelope. Thus, the SMA data presented here are key to trace the envelope scales of our analysis.
For this study, we used only 230 GHz continuum data observed in the SUB configuration. The data were observed with the ASIC correlator with 2 GHz bandwidth in each of the lower and upper sidebands. Each 2 GHz band has 24 chunks with 82 MHz usable bandwidth. Our correlator setup includes 8 chunks with 64 channels in each chunk for continuum observations. The remaining chunks are used for line observations. We averaged the chunks with 64 channels per chunk to generate the continuum. The continuum thus generated has an effective bandwidth of 1312 MHz considering both the upper and lower sidebands.
SMA Data Reduction
We used the MIR software package 1 with standard calibration procedures to reduce and calibrate the visibility data. First, we did the baseline correction on the visibility dataset and flagged the bad data points. We then corrected the amplitude and phase data with the system temperature. We calibrated bandpass using antenna based solutions for the bandpass calibrator which is then followed by the gain calibra-tion and ultimately the flux calibration using bright quasars or planets. Typically we used the quasar 3c84 for gain calibration, either 3c84, 1058+015, 3c454.3 or a similar bright quasar for bandpass calibration, and Uranus for flux calibration. The uncertainty in the flux calibration is ∼25% (see Lee et al. 2015) .
We used the MIRIAD software package (Sault et al. 1995) to image the calibrated visibility data. After taking the inverse Fourier transform of the visibility data, the image was obtained using the robust parameter = 1 with MIRIAD task clean. This provided the midway solution of both the natural and uniform weighting, enabling the detection of both small scale structures and extended emission. The images were cleaned and restored until finally they were corrected for primary beam attenuation using an image of the primary beam pattern.
3. SMA RESULTS
SMA source identification
For the purpose of this study, we defined an SMA source (envelope) as a source that is detected at > 5σ, where σ is the noise in the background image. Figure 3 shows an example of SMA sources at 5σ level that are detected in the region of Per-emb-11. We overplotted the higher resolution VLA sources in the reduced SMA tracks, which are shown as purple stars. The figure shows two SMA sources, "IC348 MMS1" and "IC348 MMS2". The first source "IC348 MMS1" contains two VLA sources, Per-emb-11-A and Per-emb-11-B. The second source "IC348 MMS2" contains only one VLA source, Per-emb-11-C. The nomenclatures IC348 MMS1 and MMS2 for SMA sources are adopted from Lee et al. (2016) . Images corresponding to all the SMA-detected sources will be publicly available in FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) format in the online version of this paper.
We found a total of 73 SMA sources in the Perseus molecular cloud. To avoid duplications of the same source from different tracks, we excluded the detections that are far from the center of primary beam. After excluding the duplicated sources, we had a total of 56 unique SMA sources (53 sources at > 5σ and 3 sources at > 6σ level). We list these sources in Table 1 . There are also 3 unique detections at > 4σ give in Table 1 which we consider robust enough detections for further analysis. Thus, we identify 59 distinct sources with the SMA in the Perseus molecular cloud.
SMA Source fitting
We calculated SMA source sizes by fitting models of each source in the visibility plane. The reason we chose to fit in visibility plane instead of the image plane is because some of the SMA sources had extended structure. These structures are better seen in visibilities and in some instances are not adequately recovered after we inverse Fourier Transformed the visibility data and deconvolved the dirty image from the dirty beam. For example, we found that source sizes were generally underestimated when fit in the image plane over the visibility plane because of spatial filtering. Thus, we calculated the source sizes in the visibility plane.
To determine the best fit model that describes the nature of the source, we inspected plots of the amplitude with uv distance (amp versus uvdist). If the variation of amplitude with u-v distance showed a Gaussian nature, we fitted a Gaussian model to the source since the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is also a Gaussian function (but of a varying width). Similarly if visibility amplitude is constant across the range of uv distance, we fitted the source with a point source as the Fourier transform of a uniform function is a point source. Finally if the variation showed a Gaussian nature with a uniform tail, we fitted a combined model of a point and a Gaussian function. Figure 4 shows an example of a combined fit in the case of IC348 MMS1 (one of the two SMA detected sources in Per-emb-11 in Figure 3 ).
In the cases of multiple sources in the same field, we need to specify the location and flux of each source separately in the visibility plane. To estimate such source properties, first we used the MIRIAD routine im f it to find source position and flux in the image plane. Then we used them as initial guesses while using MIRIAD task uv f it to fit the sources in the visibility plane. Our technique of source fitting works in MIRIAD as long as there are less than 20 initial free parameters because of restrictions in uvfit. If there are more than 20 initial free parameters, we reduced the number of sources by subtracting a source in the image plane and again obtained the fits for the residual u − v data in the visibility plane. In brief, first we transformed the actual visibility data to the image plane. Then we cleaned the data and restored the clean map by deconvolving with the dirty beam. We identified the source that we want to subtract. After subtracting the source, we Fourier transformed the residual image data back to the visibility plane and fitted the remaining continuum sources. We repeated the process by subtracting other sources to cross check the consistency in values of fitted parameters. We plotted the best fit models on top of the continuum images and visually confirmed that these were indeed good fits. (e) Group "A": Size estimates in both image and visibility plane agree, axes size / axes error > 3. Group "B": Either one or both of these conditions are not met.
( f ) Nomenclature adopted from Lee et al. (2016) .
(g) Source is detected at 6σ contour.
(h) Source is detected at 4σ contour.
Not all SMA sources are robust even if they are detected at > 5σ. For example, the sources that we fit with only a point function are unresolved point sources and thus do not have size estimates, we use the resolution limit as an upper limit on size. Other sources are not well fit by the models and have large uncertainties in their axis ratios. Based on these possible sources of errors, in Table 1 we divided the SMA sources into 2 groups, "A" where the fitting results are trustworthy and can be considered for further analyses, and "B" where the fitting results may have systematic errors and are not robust. There are 34 SMA sources that belong to group "A" and 25 SMA sources belong to group "B". For the sources that belong to group "A", the sizes estimated in both the image plane and the visibility plane are within 10 percent of each other. For our main analyses, we focus on the group "A" sources.
To calculate the peak and integrated flux of an SMA source, we fitted the same model (that we obtain for that source in the visibility plane) in the primary beam corrected SMA map. These flux estimates are used to determine the masses of the SMA sources in §4.4.1.
3.3. SMA versus VLA multiplicity Figure 3 shows an example where multiplicity is seen at the scale for both SMA envelopes and VLA protostellar objects. The observed multiplicity at different scales raises an important question of whether or not the multiplicity seen at the larger scales in the previous generation (envelopes) are transferred to the smaller scales in next generation (disk scale and protostellar objects). To study this, we have counted the multiplicity for both SMA envelopes and VLA protostellar objects for all the available samples. The number counting of SMA and VLA sources are defined by the resolution limit and the primary beam of the observation. Hence the SMA sources are counted within 1,000 AU and 10,000 AU and the VLA sources are counted within 15 AU and 1,000 AU. For the purpose of counting sources, each SMA field is centered at the center of the primary beam (c.f., Figure 3 ). We consider only those SMA and VLA sources that lie within the primary beam of the SMA image to have a consistency in the number of sources. For the sources that lie in more than one primary beam (overlapping beams), we only include the source what is close to the center of the primary beam and discard the ones that are away from the center of primary beam, as those regions are prone to be less sensitive and noisier. This way we do not end up counting the same source more than once and have a consistent sample of sources.
The multiplicity at scales of both the SMA and VLA sources are shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , we have differentiated the SMA and VLA sources into four categories. The first category contains the isolated SMA source that has an isolated VLA source inside. We had 25 such cases. The second category includes isolated SMA sources that have multiple or grouped (>1) VLA sources. We had 9 such sources. The third category contains SMA sources that are grouped within 1,000-10,000 AU but single isolated VLA source in them. We had 12 such cases. The fourth category contains grouped SMA sources that have multiple VLA sources. We had 5 such cases. For an isolated SMA source, there are an average of 1.32 VLA sources, and for the grouped SMA sources there are an average of 1.47 VLA sources (shown by green cross in Figure 5 ). The isolated and grouped SMA objects show relatively equal numbers of VLA objects (within errors), although there are hints it could be increasing. Hence, the trend in Figure 5 is limited by statistical uncertainty. Figure 5 . X-axis shows the number of SMA sources between 1,000 AU and 10,000 AU that are either single (isolated) or multiple (grouped), and y-axis shows the number of VLA sources between 10 AU and 1,000 AU that are either isolated or grouped. The SMA sources are detected with at least 5σ contour. The scale in each axis is determined by the resolution limit and the primary beam of the respective telescope array. The sizes of the yellow circles are proportional to the number of SMA envelopes (written inside yellow markers). The dash green line connects the average number of VLA sources per SMA source.
MULTI-SCALE JEANS ANALYSIS
As discussed in §1, the most accepted means of external support to a cloud structure against the gravitational pull is the thermal support, the turbulent support, and the support due to magnetic fields. For the foregoing SMA and VLA sources, and for the larger regions which enclose them, we tested the observed hierarchical structures under two possible Jeans fragmentation cases. First, we assume that the structures are supported entirely by thermal gas motions. Next, we assume that the structure is supported by the combined effect of both thermal and non-thermal motions. These two cases are useful because they may be considered simple lower and upper limits to the true level of support against gravitational fragmentation and collapse. The non-thermal motions adopted here from observed line widths are simpler than those in numerical simulations of MHD turbulent fragmentation, which are more anisotropic, time-varying, and scaledependent (Padoan & Nordlund 1999 , 2002 Hennebelle & Chabrier 2011; Hopkins 2013) . Although the terms "nonthermal" and "turbulent" are often used interchangeably, to avoid confusion in this paper we refer to the motions inferred from line widths as "non-thermal" motions. Our non-thermal Jeans analysis simply tests whether turbulence can act as an isotropic pressure, rather than testing turbulence fragmentation models.
A gas cloud is said to be Jeans stable against fragmentation when the outward thermal pressure exerted by gas motion balances the inward gravitational pull of the cloud. If the inward gravitational force wins over the outward thermal balance, the system becomes Jeans unstable and can fragment. The critical mass when the cloud becomes unstable is called the Jeans mass (M J ). We used Equation 1 to calculate the Jeans mass assuming a spherical geometry at all the levels of the cloud hierarchy and also assuming that the Jeans length represents the diameter of the sphere (Binney & Tremaine 1987) , i,e.,
where c eff is the 'effective sound speed', G is the universal gravitational constant, and ρ eff is the average density of the region assuming spherical geometry.
For the first case of a pure thermal support to a cloud structure, thermal Jeans mass M th J is calculated assuming c eff same as the thermal sound speed, c s , which is calculated as,
where γ is the adiabatic constant which is unity for an isothermal medium, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the average temperature of the region, µ H2 is the mean molecular weight per hydrogen molecule (∼2.8 for a cloud with 71% molecular hydrogen, 27% helium and 2% metals; Kauffmann et al. 2008) , m H is hydrogen mass. For the second case, we applied an upper limit to the thermal fragmentation. Here, we adopted "thermal temperatures" based on the combined support from both thermal and non-thermal gas motions. We used different molecular line tracers from the literature to trace gas motions at all scales. For each tracer, we used the observed velocity dispersion of the line (σ obs ), which is comprised of both thermal (σ th ) and non-thermal (σ nth ) components. We then calculated the nonthermal component of the lines by subtracting out the thermal velocity dispersion, i.e., σ nth = (σ obs ) 2 − (σ th ) 2 , using k B T /µm H for the thermal velocity dispersion and the appropriate molecular weight, µ, for each tracer (for example 29 for 13 CO, 17 for NH 3 ). Finally, we added, in quadrature, the non-thermal line widths to the thermal sound speed, i.e., σ th,nth = c 2 s + (σ nth ) 2 , and used this combined velocity dispersion (σ th,nth ) to calculate the Jeans mass in Equation 3. For the system that is supported by both thermal and nonthermal motions, the Jeans mass is given as (see Palau et al. 2014 Palau et al. , 2015 , For both conditions of support, the expected number of fragments that are produced in a structure in any generation is given by the ratio of total mass of the structure to the Jeans mass of the same structure. This ratio is also called the Jeans number and is calculated as
We have studied the possibility of Jeans fragmentation for the observed multi-scale substructures in the Perseus molecular cloud. We performed this analysis in a hierarchical fashion from the cloud scale to the scale of protostellar objects in Perseus (the approximate size-scale of each structure is shown in Figure 1 ). The fragmenting scale is hereafter called the parent structure and its subsequent fragments are hereafter child structures. For example, if cloud is the parent structure then clump is the child structure, and so on.
We define the formation efficiency of fragments as the ratio of the number of child or child structures to the Jeans number of the parent structure. This definition is similar to the core formation efficiency (CFE), which is defined as the ratio of the number of cores detected in a clump to the Jeans number of that particular clump Palau et al. 2015) . Since the children are formed from the available mass of the parent structure, the formation efficiency of a child structure can not be greater than one.
Cloud to Clump
For the Perseus molecular cloud, the largest scale fragmentation is the cloud to clump scale. Perseus has a mass of 3.3 × 10 4 M and covers an area of roughly 66 deg 2 above extinction A V = 1 (Sadavoy et al. 2010 ). These measurements assume a different distance to the cloud and hence for consistency the measurements are corrected for 230 pc distance. The cloud has been studied extensively in dust and molecular line emission to identify its clumps (Ridge et al. 2006; Sadavoy et al. 2014; Zari et al. 2016) . Clumps are relatively dense parsec scale structures that are often defined as the regions in which most stars form (regions within A V ∼ 7 mag, André et al. 2010; Lada et al. 2010; Evans et al. 2014) . Based on this definition, there are seven clumps in the Perseus cloud (Sadavoy et al. 2014; Mercimek et al. 2017) .
For our Jeans analysis of the Perseus cloud, we first assumed that only thermal pressure is supporting the cloud against its self-gravitation. Zari et al. (2016) gives a lineof-sight average temperature map for the Perseus cloud from modified blackbody fits to thermal dust emission. Based on this temperature map, we adopted the average dust temperature of 18 K to use in the our Jeans analysis. The transition between atomic and molecular form takes place between A V ∼1 and 2, so we perform the Jeans analysis in cloud where A V > 2. The corresponding density for A V = 2 in Perseus molecular cloud is 200 cm −3 ). Using these parameters, we get thermal Jeans mass ∼35 M for the Perseus cloud. The corresponding mass at Av > 2 is ∼4000 M which gives thermal Jeans number ∼120 using the cloud mass above. This Jeans number far exceeds the observed number of clumps (7), and leads to a clump formation efficiency in Perseus of only 0.06.
Molecular clouds, however, are unlikely to be supported against fragmentation by solely thermal pressure. In particular, clouds show substantial non-thermal motions that can provide additional support. For example, 13 CO observations in Perseus (Ridge et al. 2003; Kirk et al. 2010 ) have a typical velocity dispersion of 0.9 kms −1 whereas the thermal line width of this molecule is expected to be < 0.1 kms −1 . The non-thermal motions are predominantly present at the cloud scale as inferred from the typical velocity dispersion of 0.9 kms −1 from Kirk et al. (2010) . The total Jeans mass using σ th,nth = 0.9 kms −1 is ∼2000 M , assuming a typical cloud density of 200 cm −3 for material at Av > 2, which is appropriate for tracing 13 CO ). Similarly, we find a Jeans number of 2 and a Jeans efficiency of 3.8. This efficiency greater than unity is not physical. There are additional factors like magnetic fields which can provide support in the low density environment of clouds that have not been considered in this analysis.
Clump to Core
For the second level of hierarchy, we explored the scale from clumps to cores. Cores of size scale ∼0.1 pc reside in the clumps. Sadavoy et al. (2010) used SCUBA (850 µm) and Spitzer Space Telescope (3.6-70 µm) to explore the dense cores in Perseus. They classified the sub-mm cores that were found with SCUBA as starless or protostellar using point source photometry from Spitzer wide field surveys (see Sadavoy et al. 2010 for details). The details of individual starless and protostellar cores in each clump are presented in Sadavoy et al. (2010) . Mercimek et al. (2017) characterized the distribution of these cores inside the clumps.
Similar to the previous hierarchy, first we tested the expected number of thermal Jeans fragments against the observed number of fragments. To calculate the Jeans number of the clumps, we used the line-of-sight averaged temperatures and mass derived in Sadavoy et al. (2014) . Table 2 gives the Jeans masses, numbers, and efficiencies for each clump assuming pure thermal support. We use the mass and areas from Mercimek et al. (2017) to determine the average density of each clump for A V > 7 mag and the dust temperatures from Sadavoy et al. (2014) to estimate the thermal support.
The velocity dispersion at the scales where A V > 7 mag can be studied by using C 18 O line width. The typical line width in Perseus from C 18 O is 0.4 kms −1 (Hatchell et al. 2005 ). We used this average velocity dispersion to find σ th,nth and estimate the Jeans parameters assuming that both thermal and non-thermal motions are supporting the stability of clumps. Table 2 also gives an estimate of the Jeans mass, Jeans number and Jeans efficiency for each clump assuming this combined thermal and non-thermal case. We find the values of th between 0.06 and 0.6, similar to the independent estimates of CFE by Palau et al. (2015) using a different sample of objects and observations. We find an average th of 0.2. For the combined support, the CFE is > 1 for most of the clumps. Figure 6 compares the number of enclosed cores in each clump (Num CORE ) with the corresponding Jeans number of the clumps (N J,CLUMP ). The plot shows that the number of cores increases with the Jeans number of the clumps (Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.8). This agreement suggests that thermal Jeans fragmentation may play a significant role in forming cores. Nevertheless, there are systematically fewer cores than predicted, which suggests that thermal pressure is not sufficient.
In Figure 6 , we consider Poisson statistics in estimating the uncertainty in the number of cores. Thus the uncertainty in the number of cores is given by the square root of that number, which is an upper limit of uncertainty. For the Jeans number of the clumps, the sources of uncertainty are mass, temperature and area of the clump. However, uncertainty in mass is the dominant source of error (correct within a factor of a few). We propagated uncertainty on the dependent variables and found that the Jeans number is uncertain up to a factor of 3, if we a take factor of 2 as the lower limit mass uncertainty. This is true for all other levels of hierarchy as well so we have implemented the same technique for error estimates in other hierarchies.
Core to envelope
At a next level of hierarchy, we explored the scales of cores to envelopes (see Figures 1 and 2 for the difference between core and envelope scales). The properties of cores are discussed in §4.2. For the envelopes, we used the SMA observations from MASSES discussed in §3.2 and 3.3.
To estimate the number of envelopes present in each core, we examined the spatial correspondence between the SMA envelopes and the SCUBA cores. Figure 7 shows the distribution of cores and envelopes in IC 348. The mass and area of cores are taken from Sadavoy et al. (2010) . The positions of SMA envelopes are the peak positions obtained by fitting the sources as explained in §3.2. To determine whether or not the envelopes are spatially coincident with the dense cores, we used a set of boundary conditions as outlined below. First, we found the core that is closest to the given envelope. Second, we used a minimum distance criterion to identify whether or not the envelope is associated with its nearest core. For simplicity, we consider an envelope associated with a core if it is within one core radius of the core center, where radius is taken to be same as the effective radius. This effective radius is calculated from the area of core by assuming a spherical geometry ( A/π). Applying the selection criteria, we found either 0, 1, 2 or 3 envelopes inside a single core by counting the number of SMA sources. If an envelope is expected in a core from pre-existing data (Enoch et al. 2009 ) but is not detected with the SMA, we consider that core to have 0 envelopes for consistency. The minimum envelope distance is calculated in terms of core radii by dividing the distance between the centers of SMA envelope and its nearest core by the radius of that core. Figure 8 represents the histogram of the minimum envelope distance. The mean and median of the histogram is ∼0.2 and 0.15, showing that the envelopes lie mostly around the center of core. This degree of central concentration is highly significant compared to a random distribution of envelopes within cores. This is consistent with Jørgensen et al. (2007) where they find that young stars are primarily found in the interiors of dense cores. Rosolowsky et al. (2008) measured the velocity dispersion in cores and core candidates in the Perseus molecular cloud using the ammonia observations with Green Bank Telescope Figure 8 . Distribution of the nearest envelope distance between the envelopes and the cores in terms of the core radii.
(GBT). They find a typical gas kinetic temperature of ∼11 K and a median velocity dispersion of ∼0.18 kms −1 . We used these values and the core properties from Sadavoy et al. (2010) to perform Jeans analysis for the core and envelope scales. Table 3 summarizes the Jeans instability in the Perseus cores for both thermal support and combined thermal and non-thermal support. The Table lists only the cores where envelopes were sampled by the SMA so it doesn't represent all the cores in Perseus (see Sadavoy et al. 2010 for all the SCUBA detected cores in Perseus). The average envelope formation efficiency for a thermally supported core ( th ) is ∼0.4, and for the combined support ( th,nth ) it is ∼1. Figure 9 shows the number of enclosed envelopes with the thermal Jeans number of their parent cores with the same format as in Figure 6 for cores in clumps. The magenta dash line represents th = 1 line where thermal Jeans fragmentation predicts the exact number of fragments. The relation between the number of enclosed envelopes and the Jeans number of the cores is hard to constrain because of the high uncertainties. Nevertheless, the average number of envelopes is less than that predicted by the thermal Jeans analysis of the cores. Figure 10 represents the box and whisker plot for the distribution of the Jeans number of cores. The plot is shown for two different populations of cores. The first population consists of the cores that have either no envelopes or one envelope. The second population corresponds to cores with two or three envelopes. The p-value using K-S test in these two populations is ∼2 percent, so the distributions are significantly different within 95 percent confidence limit. Overall, Figure 10 shows an increase in the number of enclosed envelopes with an increase in Jeans number of the cores. The envelope scale structures were probed with the SMA as part of the MASSES project. The protostellar objects were probed with the VLA as part of the VANDAM project. Below we explain the procedure in estimating mass and temperature of the SMA envelopes that are used to perform Jeans analysis in the envelopes. Sadavoy et al. (2010) .
Envelope to protostellar objects
(b) Efficiency is calculated by taking ratio of the number of envelopes to the Jeans number of cores considering both thermal ( th ) and combined ( th,nth ) support.
Envelope mass estimation
The mass of the SMA envelopes are estimated from the integrated flux of the SMA sources using Equation 5 (Jør-gensen et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2015) which converts 1.3 mm thermal dust emission into mass assuming that the emission is optically thin at 1.3 mm. (5) where F 1.3mm is the integrated flux density emitted by the source at 1.3 mm, D is the distance to the source (230 pc) and T d is the dust temperature of the envelopes. Equation 5 assumes the power law dust opacity which is calculated from Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) with the models that have thin ice mantles coagulated at 10 6 cm −3 . We also assume the canonical gas-to-dust ratio of 100 (Predehl & Schmitt 1995) .
To estimate T d , we used the model described in Equation 2 of Chandler & Richer (2000) . In brief, this model assumes a spherically symmetric envelope surrounding a central protostar and the temperature profile follows the powerlaw, T ∝ r −q where q is a function of dust emissivity (β), q = 2/(4 + β), and r is the distance of envelope from the central protostar. If L bol is the bolometric luminosity of the protostar, the temperature of the envelope at a distance r is,
Limited by the resolution of the SMA data, we calculated envelope temperature at a distance of 1000 AU from the central protostar. Similarly, consistent with the value of dust emissivity while calculating masses of the SMA sources, we used q = 0.33. For L bol , we used the values from Tobin et al. (2016) . Table 4 gives the temperature measurements at 1000 AU and the resulting masses for each envelope. The table also shows the group of envelopes with unreliable source fits. For these objects, the measured source properties such as mass, Jeans mass, etc are also unreliable. Such groups are designated as "B" in Table 4 . In contrast, parameter estimates for the envelopes that belong to group "A" are more robust. For further analysis below, we consider the envelopes that belong to group A only. Table 4 gives the Jeans instability parameters for envelopes when they are supported by pure thermal motion and when they are supported by a combined thermal and non-thermal motion. For the pure thermal support, we used the mass and temperature estimates given in Table 4 . For the combined thermal and non-thermal support, we used N 2 H + line width measurements from Kirk et al. (2007) . The critical density of N 2 H + is ∼10 5 cm −3 and so it is suitable for studying the line width of envelopes in Perseus. We calculated the typical velocity dispersion at envelope scales as ∼0.13 km/s from line width measurements presented in Table 3 of Kirk et al. (2007) . Figure 11 compares the number of VLA sources with the Jeans number of the SMA envelopes, assuming pure thermal support. The green solid circles in Figure 11 represent the envelopes for which N J > 1 and the hollow square markers represent the envelopes for which N J < 1. The median of the Jeans number of envelopes increase with the number of enclosed protostellar objects. Nevertheless, the robustness of this relation is limited by large uncertainties. There is a significant population of envelopes with N J < 1, which are less likely to fragment and form further stars. Hence, for further analysis we are only interested in the envelopes with N J > 1. ( f ) Nomenclature adopted from Lee et al. (2016) .
Jeans Mass of Envelopes
(g) SMA envelope is detected at 6σ contour.
(h) SMA envelope is detected at 4σ contour. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the Jeans number of envelopes that belong to group "A" in a box and Whisker plot. For this plot, we have two populations of envelopes, with the first population have 0 or 1 protostellar objects while the other population has 2 or 3 protostellar objects. The median values are ∼0.67 for the first population and ∼1.85 for the second. The representation of statistics at the right of the box diagram is same as Figure 10 . The p-value obtained from the K-S test for these two populations is ∼50 percent. Thus, unlike the previous hierarchy, we cannot statistically distinguish between the distributions of the Jeans numbers for the two envelope populations.
COMBINING ALL HIERARCHIES
We examined the hierarchical structure in Perseus from cloud scales to protostellar objects in §4. In general, we find a correlation between Jeans number and the number of children objects, where parent structures with higher Jeans numbers have more substructure. To illustrate the multiscale correlation, Figure 13 combines the results in each hierarchy in a single plot. Figure 13 compares the Jeans number of each parent structure with their number of children objects, with both values shown as a surface density. If we plot the number of child objects with the Jeans number of parent objects for all the scales without dividing by area, the data overlap with each other because of the small range of Jeans number of par- Figure 12 . Box and Whisker plot showing the distribution of the Jeans number of envelopes for two different population of enclosed disk scale objects. The first population constitutes the envelopes that have either 0 or 1 disk scale objects inside them. The second population constitutes the cores that have either 2 or 3 disk scale objects inside them. The numbers at the right side of the box and whisker diagram represent the 95 th percentile, 3 rd quartile, mean, median, 1 st quartile and the 5 th percentile going from the top to bottom respectively. Inside the box plot, the red square shows the value of mean and the red line shows the value of median. The pvalue obtained from the K-S test is ∼50%, implying that these two populations are not significantly different. ent objects and the number of child objects (see Figures 6, 9, and 11 ). In such a plot, different physical scales from cloud to protostellar objects cannot be visualized, which motivated the need to separate them by dividing by the area. Since the five scales of hierarchy vary widely in terms of their physical scale, we used a surface density plot to visualize each scale distinctly.
In Figure 13 , the solid circles represent structures with N J > 1, and the hollow squares show the data for which N J < 1 for the parent population. The typical uncertainty is shown in lower right region of Figure 13 . The dash line shows the th = 1 relation for perfect thermal fragmentation. Solid line represents the best fit line for all the data for the scales of cloud, clump and core, and N J > 1 data for the envelopes as noted in §4.4.2. The best fit results do not change if we include N J > 1 criteria for fitting at all scales as there are only two other cores that have N J < 1. We used the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (van Dyk 2003) to fit a linear model to the data. MCMC uses random numbers from a Markov Chain to characterize a probability distribution. We fit the relation within the uncertainties for the different scales. For the details of the use of MCMC in fitting astronomical data, see Pokhrel et al. (2016) . For the underlying assumption and choice of priors, we followed Pokhrel et al. (2016) and we used the PYTHON package pymc (Patil et al. 2010) to apply the MCMC method. Figure 13 assumes that the thermal gas motions are solely responsible for stability of the structure against gravitational collapse. The slope of the best fit line is 1.03 ± 0.02, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.95. The best fit line is close to but offset from the th = 1 line relation which implies that only a fraction (< 1) of the mass in the parent structure has been converted into children structures. This lower efficiency is similar to the result seen for individual hierarchy levels in Figures 6, 9 and 11, and is similar to the result of Palau et al. (2015) for cores.
We estimated the formation efficiency of children objects for each level of hierarchy ( th ) using the process described in §4. We found average values of th as 0.06, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5 for the formation of clumps, cores, envelopes and protostars respectively (see Figure 13 ), but these scales can also have a broad range. For example, we found CFEs between 0.04 and 0.6 assuming their parent clumps are thermally supported (see §4.2) which is similar to the value of CFE from other independent measurements Palau et al. 2013 Palau et al. , 2015 . If we exclude the two cores for which N J < 1, the th for cores is ∼0.2, however the power-law relation stays the same. Thus, we find that thermal support alone cannot predict the amount of fragmentation detected on cloud or clump scales, while there is better agreement on the scales of cores and envelopes. Nonetheless, the tendencies for th < 1 and for th to increase with decreasing size scale remain to be explained. Figure 13 shows an increasing trend in thermal efficiencies towards smaller scales. To test the robustness of this trend, we calculated the uncertainty in typical thermal efficiency with a Monte Carlo approach. Since efficiency is the ratio of the number of children objects to the Jeans number of the parent object, the uncertainty in the efficiency is dominated by the uncertainty in the Jeans number. The Jeans number is certain within a factor of ∼3, whereas the number count of children objects follow Poisson statistics as an upper limit uncertainty. Thus the efficiencies are varied randomly within a factor of 3-4 to simulate a range of datasets within the errors. We used 5000 iterations for each level and for each iteration we calculated the average efficiency. Finally we computed the standard deviation of all the simulated average efficiencies to find the uncertainties at each scale. The thermal efficiencies have uncertainties of 0.05, 0.08, 0.16 and 0.11 for the clumps, cores, envelopes and protostars respectively. Figure 13 . Surface density plot combining all the hierarchies. The x-axis shows the Jeans number surface density of the parent structure (Jeans number of parent/ area of parent) and the y-axis shows the number surface density of the child structure (number of children objects / area of parent). The data shown in different colors represent clumps in cloud, cores in clump, envelopes in core, and the protostellar objects in envelopes. The solid circles have NJ > 1 and hollow squares have NJ < 1. The dash line represents a th = 1 line, where the number of children objects are equal to the Jeans number of parent objects. Solid line shows the linear best fit for all the data for cloud, clump and cores, and for NJ > 1 data for envelopes. Slope of the best fit line is ∼1.
As a companion to Figure 13 , Figure 14 assumes that the means of support for cloud stability is the combination of both thermal and non-thermal motion of gas. We performed Jeans analysis for the combined support using the process described in §4. The best fit is performed on the structures with N J > 1. For the combined support, the formation efficiency th,nth decreases while going from large to small scales. We found th,nth as 3.8 ± 2.9, 2.1 ± 0.8, 1.0 ± 0.4 & 0.5 ± 0.1 for the formation of clumps, cores, envelopes and protostellar objects. The uncertainties in th,nth are obtained using Monte Carlo method similar to the pure thermal case. Thus the combined thermal and non-thermal support follow a different (and opposing) trend as the thermal only case.
It is interesting to note that for the formation of protostellar objects inside envelopes, the case with combined thermal and non-thermal support gives a very similar efficiency as the thermal only case. This implies that the non-thermal motions are relatively insignificant at these scales and fragmentation is entirely driven by the competition between gravity and thermal support. As we move towards the larger scales, the combined efficiency is greater than unity and hence unphysical.
Finally, we performed best fit in Figures 13 and 14 by including all the data. This includes that data with N J > 1 and also N J < 1. The hierarchy level concerning envelope to protostellar objects has the most data with N J < 1. Thus the values of th and th,nth are changed for the envelope scale.
th changes from 0.5 (with N J > 1 data only) to 2.1 (including all data) and th,nth changes from 0.5 to 2.6. These values are similar within their uncertainties. However the results with efficiencies greater than unity are unrealistic to explain. The good correlation in Figure 13 and 14 is due largely to the fact that the range of th is much smaller than the range of area or surface density. We stress that the point of making these surface density plots is not to claim any kind of correlation between the Jeans number of parent objects and number of child objects. Rather, we include these plots only to show that there is sub-thermal efficiency at each scale. The dependence of th on size scale, without normaliation by area, is shown in Figure 15 .
To remove the possible degeneracy introduced by area in the surface density plot, in Figure 15 we plotted the thermal efficiency of each parent object with their effective radius. For cloud, clump and core scale we calculated the effective radius by assuming spherical geometry of the structures. For envelope scales the effective radius is the geometric mean of major and minor axes of the source. The solid line in Figure  15 represents the best fit line with slope of a power-law -0.26 ± 0.08. The data for best fit is taken to be same as in Figure 13 . If we fit the data with N J > 1 for all the scales, the slope is -0.23 ± 0.07 which is within the uncertainty range of -0.26 ± 0.08. The plot explicitly depicts the increasing trend of thermal efficiency value for smaller objects. The th is maximum for protostars and gradually decreases when we probe larger scales. Thus we can conclude that as the size scale decreases in structures in a molecular cloud, the efficiency of thermal fragmentation increases. The size is represented in terms of an effective radius assuming a spherical geometry. Symbols are the same as in Figure 13 . The typical error bar on the data is shown on lower left side of the plot.
6. DISCUSSION Our study shows that fragmentation is a scale dependent process. The mass of the structures in upper level hierarchy such as cloud and clumps are higher than the thermal Jeans mass. In contrast, masses are around thermal Jeans mass for the envelope and disk scales which provides a further support to the idea of thermal fragmentation at smaller scales. This provides further clue that we may be reaching the coherence level while going from the cores to envelope when the role of thermal fragmentation starts dominating.
In the later stage the fragmentation process in low mass star forming regions seem to be controlled mostly by the gravita-tional contraction with the decrease of the thermal Jeans mass with an increase in density during contraction. However to conclude this statement we need to analyze the magnetic field contribution as well in the future. Nevertheless, our work supports the view that the thermal motion can provide support against gravity and stabilize the cloud sub-structure, especially at smaller scales.
Our results are consistent with some recent studies for cores (Miettinen et al. 2012; Palau et al. 2015; Busquet et al. 2016 ) that supports the notion of thermal Jeans fragmentation over non-thermal fragmentation. Miettinen et al. (2012) detected low mass class 0 protostellar fragments inside the SMM6 core in B9 region of the orion molecular cloud and conclude that the origin of the substructure is due to thermal Jeans fragmentation. Similarly, Palau et al. (2015) studied 19 dense cores in nearby molecular clouds and found that most of the fragments detected in their sample are around the thermal Jeans limit. A more recent study by Palau et al. (2017) in the Orion Molecular Cloud 1 South (OMS-1S) shows that fragmentation from 100 AU to 40 AU is also consistent with thermal Jeans processes. Thus, Jeans fragmentation seems to be a viable process in some high mass star forming regions as well (e.g., Samal et al. 2015) .
On the other hand, our results do not appear to agree with some studies of higher mass IRDCs (Zhang et al. 2009; Pillai et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2014; Lu et al. 2015) . They find that the fragments have masses much larger than the thermal Jeans mass and are consistent with the non-thermal Jeans mass. However, this is similar to our results in massive clumps. Hence thermal fragmentation may be dominant only in low-intermediate star forming regions. This suggests that although non-thermal motion seems important for fragmentation and the formation of massive cores in a cluster, the low mass cores may be produced by thermal fragmentation. Indeed, Zhang et al. (2015) reported a population of low mass cores in a protocluster using more sensitive observations with ALMA, which appears to be consistent with thermal fragmentation. In another study, Lu et al. (2015) find cores more massive than Perseus cores in clumps with th = 0.01 -0.02 and th,nth = 0.2 -0.3. In contrast, in their simulation work Offner et al. (2016) reported that fragmentation was less common in lower mass cores, where thermal pressure was more important (relative to turbulence and magnetic pressure). It is important to compare Jeans fragmentation in high and low mass clouds in more detail.
We performed Jeans analysis at all the scales in the hierarchy, comparing the Jeans number of parent object with number of child objects. An alternative procedure would be to compute the effective critical Bonnor-Ebert (BE) mass (Ebert 1955; Bonnor 1956 ) for each parent structure. This mass has the same dependence on temperature and density as the Jeans mass, but its value is less by a factor 2.47 (McKee & Ostriker 2007) . We calculated the BE efficiencies considering BE mass and we found th as 0.02 ± 0.02, 0.08 ± 0.03, 0.16 ± 0.06 and 0.35 ± 0.08 from the cloud scale to protostellar objects, which are within the uncertainty limit of th that we obtained with Jeans analysis. Moreover, using the BE mass would be less convenient for comparing results with many previous studies which rely on the Jeans mass (for example Zhang et al. 2009; Pillai et al. 2011; Miettinen et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2015; Palau et al. 2015; Busquet et al. 2016; Palau et al. 2017) . Therefore in this paper we use the Jeans mass rather than the BE mass.
Our use of non-thermal velocity dispersion derived from line widths provides a comparison between the Jeans number based on this velocity dispersion, the Jeans number based on the gas kinetic temperature, and the number of observed fragments. This comparison is a test of which velocity dispersion gives better agreement with observed fragment numbers, but it is not a test of fragmentation in MHD turbulenceregulated star formation models and simulations (for example by Padoan & Nordlund 1999 , 2002 Mac Low & Klessen 2004; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2011, etc) . Such numerical models represent motions which are more anisotropic, timevarying, magnetized, and scale-dependent than those analyzed here with simple models of Jeans fragmentation.
Similar observational works on hierarchical fragmentation in other nearby molecular clouds are needed to further test our results. These works should be further extended to the massive star forming regions where the relative importance of non-thermal motions may be different from Perseus. Also, a detailed comparison with simulations of low mass star forming regions is necessary to further constrain the role of thermal and non-thermal support in both the smaller scales such as protostars and disks, and the larger scale such as the cloud and clumps.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we examined the multiscale structure in the Perseus molecular cloud from the scale of the cloud (≥ 10pc) to the scale of dust and ionized gas around protostars (∼15 AU). To study the scales of the cloud, clump, core and disk scale objects, the data is derived from the available literature, and for the scale of envelopes we used new SMA data from the MASSES project. This breadth of scale is unique to this study and reveals how clouds themselves are structured from large to small scales.
We traced 5 distinct scales and compared the number of fragments seen in each child structure with the expected number that could be produced by the parent structure according to Jeans fragmentation. We first considered purely thermal Jeans fragmentation. For such system we found a positive correlation between the number of children objects and the Jeans number of their parent objects at all scales. This trend, however, is not one-to-one. The average number of children objects are always less than the Jeans number of parent object. Under pure thermal support, the efficiency of the structure formation is 0.06, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5 for clumps, cores, envelopes and protostellar objects. Thus thermal motions are least efficient in providing support at larger scales such as the whole cloud, and most efficient at smaller scales such as the protostellar objects.
Considering the combined support of both thermal and non-thermal motions, the efficiency of formation is largest and unphysical (>1) for the clumps, cores and envelopes, and least for the protostellar objects. We quantified the combined efficiency as 3.8, 2.1, 1.0 and 0.5 for the formation of clumps, cores, envelopes and protostellar objects. For the protostellar objects, both th,nth and th have value ∼0.5, which shows that the thermal support is significant at these scales, however this doesn't rule out the possibility of other means of support such as magnetic pressure.
